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 It gives protection to your operating system, applications and system files. Smart Drive Regenerator can scan, fix and recover
the most common errors in hard drives such as: ○  Bad blocks - The program is able to correct bad blocks in hard drives. Even
the hard drives with bad blocks are perfectly working for data recovery. ○  Bad sectors - Repair bad sectors on hard drives with

bad sectors. ○  Scratches - Repair scratch and other damage on hard drives and drives are damaged. ○  Dirty sectors - It can
repair the damaged sectors on your hard drives. You can also repair the hard drives which are affected by the memory space ○
Freezing - Repair and repair your hard drive which is frozen. ○  Leaking water - Repairing the hard drive with flooding water.
○  Improper ejection - Repair hard drives which are not properly ejected. ○  Bad sectors - Hard drives are scanned for fixing

bad sectors. ○  Missing sectors - It can repair the bad sectors which are missed. ○  Corrupted files - It can repair corrupted files
on your hard drive. ○  Device not recognized - Repairing hard drive which is not recognized. ○  Missing files - Fix missing files

on your hard drive. ○  Deleted files - Recover the deleted files from hard drives which are deleted permanently. ○  Degraded
partitions - Repair hard drives which are damaged and corrupted due to damaged partitions. ○  Disk integrity check - It fixes
the integrity of hard drives. ○  Corrupted file signatures - Repair the damaged file signatures on your hard drive. ○  Size of

hard drive is damaged - It recovers the damaged size of hard drives. ○  Disk Formatting - Repair hard drives which are
formatting. ○  Detect if hard drives can be recovered - It detects if hard drive can be recovered. ○  Detect if hard drives are

recoverable - It detects if hard drives are recoverable. ○  Detect if the files are recoverable - It detects if the files are
recoverable. ○  Fix bad sectors - It can repair bad sectors of hard drives with bad sectors 82157476af
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